September 11, 2019

MEMORANDUM
To:

Antelope Valley Watermaster Technical Advisory Committee and Board of
Directors

From:

Chad Taylor, PG, CHG, Senior Hydrogeologist and Phyllis Stanin, PG, CHG,
Principal Hydrogeologist

Re:

Review and Findings, Littlerock Creek Irrigation District Application for
Groundwater Banking and Recovery Storage Agreement

Littlerock Creek Irrigation District (LCID) recently completed an upgrade to their existing
recharge facility. LCID proposes to use this facility to recharge and bank water for later
recovery, as described in Watermaster Application for Storage Agreement for Banking and
Recovery, dated July 8, 2019, prepared by Kennedy Jenks (attached). This memorandum
presents a summary of RCSD’s proposed banking and recovery project along with material
injury findings and conditions of approval for consideration by the Antelope Valley
Watermaster Board.

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED BANKING AND RECOVERY PROJECT

1.1

Proposed Water Source, Quantity, and Quality

LCID proposes to deliver raw State Water Project (SWP) water from LCID’s State Water
Contract Table A allocation directly from LCID’s existing East Branch turnout (Turnout R21
on Reach 21; Mile Post 354.96) to the recently upgraded recharge facilities. This SWP water
will be conveyed to a single 1.25-acre recharge basin. LCID proposes to recharge into this
single basin (described below) from September through December at a rate of 2 to 4 cubic
feet per second (cfs) (4 to 8 acre-feet per day (AF/day)). They estimate an annual recharge
volume of at least 400 AFY.
Water quality information for SWP water and existing LCID wells was provided by LCID, and
these data showed that the quality of SWP is generally better than local groundwater
quality.
1.2

Proposed Recharge Methods and Facilities

The recently completed upgrades on LCID’s recharge system include the following:
• Replacing sluice gate on an existing 10 cfs turnout of the East Branch of the
California Aqueduct in Littlerock.
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•
•
•
•
•

Cleaning the existing 24-inch diameter pipeline from the sluice gate through the
Department of Water Resources (DWR) meter to the distribution box.
Cleaning the distribution box.
Construction of approximately 450 linear feet of 24-inch pipeline from the
distribution box to the recharge basin
Cleaning debris out of the recharge basin.
Re-constructing the north and west berms of the recharge basin.

LCID plans to deliver SWP water from the East Branch through LCID’s turnout equipped with
the first of two sluice gates. Water will then flow through a meter vault, into a metering pit,
into the distribution box, and then into a 24-inch diameter pipe which extends for
approximately 450 linear feet to the northeast corner of the recharge basin. The entrance to
the distribution box is equipped with a second sluice gate for managing flow rates through
the turnout.
The recharge basin is located on LCID-owned land south of the East Branch and east of
Littlerock Creek. The basin has sloping sides; the area of the bottom of the basin is
approximately 1.2 acres and the area at the high-water level is approximately 1.4 acres. LCID
reports that the average area of water surface in the basin while in use is 1.25 acres. The
maximum berm height is roughly 14 feet in the northwest corner, and tapers to about 4 feet
at the south corner of the triangular-shaped basin. It has a maximum design water depth of
approximately 12 feet at the deepest point and it slopes up to the south; the approximate
maximum average depth is 6 feet and the basin can hold approximately 7.5 acre-feet of
water.
The expected infiltration rate for the percolation ponds is on the order of 4 feet per day
(ft/day). LCID provided only limited backup of this estimated infiltration rate, stating that it
is “associated with the creek bed materials deposited in the area and the proximity of the
recharge basin to Littlerock Creek wash”. As noted above, LCID intends to recharge SWP
water for 100 days from September to December at a rate of 2 to 4 cfs, or 4 to 8 AF/day,
resulting in an annual minimum recharge volume of approximately 400 AFY. This range of
anticipated recharge rates would require infiltration rates between approximately 3.2 and
6.4 ft/day. The higher range of these rates of anticipated recharge would exceed the
reported 4 ft/day rate. No plans for maintaining the recharge basin or addressing falling
infiltration rates has been conveyed by LCID.
A 24-inch diameter venturi water flow meter owned by DWR will record all water delivered
through LCID’s turnout to the recharge basin. LCID states that a new venturi meter insert
has been ordered to replace the damaged DWR venturi meter. LCID has not indicated how
metered flow to the recharge basin will be recorded. LCID anticipates no conveyance losses
from the meter to the percolation ponds. As noted above, LCID recently upgraded, cleaned,
and replaced the conveyance infrastructure from the turnout to the recharge basin,
including all the piping from the meter to the basin.
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Evaporative losses will occur from surface evaporation from the recharge basin. LCID
estimates annual evaporative losses of approximately 1.3 AFY (average evaporation rates for
September through December of 0.1285 inches per day and a pond surface area of 1.25
acres for a period of 100 days). This equates to approximately 0.3 percent of the anticipated
annual recharge of 400 AF.
LCID has not specifically indicated or requested a loss factor to be applied to recharged
water, other than indicating that “All of the water that infiltrates through the recharge pond
and percolates down to the groundwater table will be available for recovery through LCID’s
existing potable wells.” Because LCID will likely operate the recharge basin in a similar
manner as other recharge and banking facilities in the Basin which use a 90 percent
recovery factor.
1.3

Proposed Recovery Methods and Facilities

LCID owns five municipal wells, and four of these are actively pumped. These existing
production wells will be used to recover groundwater recharged by LCID. These wells have
production rates between 400 and 1,550 gallons per minute (gpm), and in 2018 the active
wells produced between 87 and 445 AFY each for a total of 1,358 AF.
LCID operates their wells to meet daily water demands, which average approximately 1.25
million gallons per day (MGD) (1,400 AFY). Between 2009 and 2018, LCID supplied all of their
demand from groundwater; groundwater production in this period was equal to annual
water demand.
Each of the four active municipal wells are equipped with propeller flow meters with local
totalizers that are also connected to the Water Distribution SCADA system and historian
located in LCID’s headquarters building.
1.4

Groundwater Monitoring

LCID indicates that there is an existing monitoring well just north of the recharge basin that
could be used to check water levels during periods of recharge and that they continuously
monitor groundwater elevations in their existing production wells. LCID also monitors
groundwater quality in their production wells on annual and three-year cycles to meet State
Water Control Board Division of Drinking Water (DDW) requirements.

2.

MATERIAL INJURY ASSESSMENT AND FINDINGS

LCID presented an analysis of potential changes to groundwater elevations and quality from
the proposed recharge and recovery project using a modified version of a regional
groundwater model developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The USGS
model was developed using the industry standard MODFLOW code, and the original model
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was documented in Saide et al. 1,. LCID’s consultant modified the USGS regional model to
represent the local area around the LCID recharge facility by simplifying the regional model.
The stated assumptions and methods employed in constructing the local scale model used
for analyzing impacts associated with the proposed recharge and recovery project are
consistent with industry practices and appear to be reasonable. However, Todd
Groundwater has not been provided with a copy of the model or any of the associated pre
or post-processing files that were developed for it. As such, we have not independently
reviewed the model.
The simulated effects on groundwater resulting from the proposed recharge project indicate
that groundwater may rise to within 20 feet below ground surface directly beneath the
recharge basin. While the simulation does indicate a groundwater mound approaching
ground surface, the mound is limited to the area of the basin. LCID believes the liquefaction
potential due to mounding under the recharge basin is low due to the heterogeneous soil
composition.
No impacts to groundwater quality are anticipated because the SWP water is of high quality.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

The review of LCID’s application for a Storage Agreement has satisfied the requirements set
forth in the Watermaster Storage Agreement Rules and Regulations (attached) and no
material injury has been identified. Therefore, we recommend this application for a Storage
Agreement be approved with the following conditions of approval:
1) LCID shall submit all reports and information as required by the Watermaster Storage
Agreement Rules and Regulations (attached).
2) LCID shall be limited to recovering 90 percent of all recharged water.
3) LCID shall collect groundwater elevation measurements from the monitoring well
adjacent to the recharge pond on a monthly frequency while actively recharging, for one
month following the end of each recharge cycle, and annually in April. These
groundwater elevation data along with monthly elevation data from LCID’s production
wells shall be submitted to the Watermaster Engineer in May of each year for inclusion
in the Annual Report.
4) LCID shall forward all groundwater monitoring reports submitted to DDW to the
Watermaster Administrative Staff at the same frequency as they are provided to DDW.
The Antelope Valley Watermaster should reserve the right to modify or rescind the Storage
Agreement with LCID in the event that they fail to meet these conditions of approval.

Groundwater-Flow and Land-Subsidence Model of Antelope Valley, California, U.S. Geological
Survey, Scientific Investigations Report 2014–5166, Saide et al., 2014.
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ATTACHMENT 1
Watermaster Application for Storage Agreement for
Banking and Recovery, Kennedy Jenks, July 8, 2019
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Watermaster Application
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for Banking and Recovery
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Littlerock Creek Irrigation
District
35141 87th Street
East Littlerock, CA 93543
KJ Project No. 1944512*00
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Section 1: Introduction
Introduce the project and background information to support the request for banking and
recovery.
Littlerock Creek Irrigation District (LCID) has recently completed an upgrade to their existing
recharge facilities (Facility). The Facility, in Figure 1-1 below, is located southeast of the junction
of Littlerock Creek and the East Branch of the California Aqueduct in Littlerock, California within
LCID’s Service Area and on LCID property. The Facility was operational in the 1980s and early
1990s. In the mid-1990s, the raw water delivery pipeline, concrete-lined ditch, and recharge
basin were partially washed out by storm flows within the Littlerock Creek wash. The turnout
and Distribution Box were last used in 2001 to deliver 5,000 acre-feet (AF) of raw water into
Littlerock Creek as part of a regional Littlerock Creek direct recharge demonstration project lead
by Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency (AVEK) (Stetson, 2002).
Upgrades and repairs completed by LCID this year, as well as on-going repairs are described in
Section 2.1.
The operation will involve delivering raw State Water Project (SWP) water directly from LCID’s
existing East Branch Turnout R21 at rates typically in the range of 2 to 4 cfs (4 to 8 acre-feet per
day (AF/day)) and recharging the raw water in the 1.25-acre recharge basin. On average LCID
seeks to recharge a minimum of 400 acre-feet per year (AFY), see Section 2.2.
The recharge water for “storage” will be imported SWP under LCID’s State Water Contract
“Table A” Allocation for use within LCID’s Service Area.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Notice of Exemption was June 25, 2018 and is
attached as Appendix A. The upgrade was submitted to the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) August 3, 2017 and can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 1-1: LCID Service Area
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Section 2: Water for Recharge
Addresses the opportunities for water recharge in the study area. Identifying the sources of
water that could be reclaimed.

2.1

Source

Identify the sources of water that could be reclaimed.
The service area for LCID is approximately 11,430 acres as shown in Figure 1-1, above. A
schematic of the turnout, meter, Distribution Box, conveyance, and recharge basin is presented
in Figure 2-1.
Upgrades and repairs completed by LCID this year included:
• Replacing the sluice gate on the LCID’s existing 10 cfs Turnout R21 (on Reach 21; Mile
Post 354.96) of the East Branch;
• Cleaning the existing 24-inch diameter pipeline from the sluice gate through the
Department of Water Resources (DWR) meter to the Distribution Box;
• Cleaning the Distribution Box and installing new handrails;
• Construction of approximately 450 linear feet of 24-inch PVC C900 pipeline from the
Distribution Box to the recharge basin;
• Cleaning debris out of the recharge basin; and,
• Re-constructing the north and west berms of the recharge basin.
A new venturi meter insert has been ordered to replace the damaged DWR venturi meter.
SWP water will be delivered from the East Branch through LCID’s turnout equipped with the first
of two sluice gates. The water will then flow through a meter vault, where the water then enters
a metering pit (with access from an above-grade concrete enclosure) and then flows into the
Distribution Box. The entrance to the Distribution Box is equipped with a second sluice gate that
is utilized to throttle the flow rate through the turnout. From the Distribution Box, the water
enters a 24” pipe about 5 feet above the bottom of the box and travels approximately 450 linear
feet before entering the bottom northeast corner of the recharge basin.
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Figure 2-1: LCID SWP Turnout and Recharge Basin Schematic

2.2

Quantity

Identify the quantity of water that could be reclaimed monthly by source.
The recharge basin is 1.25-acre with an area of about 1.2 acres at the bottom depth and 1.4
acres at the high-water level. The maximum berm height is roughly 14 feet in the northwest
corner, and tapers to about 4 feet at the south corner of the triangular shaped basin. The basin
can hold approximately 7.5 acre-feet of water at one time. LCID intends to recharge their ground
water from the SWP East Branch from September to December at a rate of 2 cfs, or 4 AF/day.
The estimate recharge by the recharge basin will be a minimum of 400 AFY.

2.3

Quality

Identify the quality of water that could be reclaimed by source.
The water from the SWP East Branch passes through the Distribution Box which will service to
remove some sedimentation from the SWP water to occur due to the 5 feet between the bottom
of the box and the outlet 24-inch diameter pipeline. The Distribution Box is equipped with a drain
Watermaster Application for Storage Agreement for Banking and Recovery, Littlerock Creek Irrigation
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valve that leads back to Littlerock Creek. Figure 2-2 below shows the inlet pipe into the
distribution box and Figure 2-3 shows the outlet pipe for the distribution box. Recent and typical
water quality for SPW from the East Branch is included in Appendix C.

Figure 2-2: Distribution Box Inlet Pipe
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Figure 2-3: Distribution Box Outlet Pipe
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Section 3: Banking
Addresses the opportunities for banking in the study area. Identifying the methods proposed,
location, conceptual design, infiltration rates and maximum recharge capacity, volumes and
timing and metering methods.

3.1

Delivery and Banking Method

Describe the delivery and banking methods proposed.
The delivery and banking method will involve delivering raw SWP water directly from LCID’s
existing East Branch Turnout R21 at rates typically in the range of 2 to 4 cfs (4 to 8 AF/day) and
recharging the raw water in the existing 1.25-acre recharge basin. On average LCID seeks to
recharge a minimum of 400 AFY, see Section 2.2.

3.2

Location Description

Describe the location where banking will occur.
Banking will occur in the recharge basin as shown in Figure 2-1. The basin is located on LCID
owned land south of the East Branch of the California Aqueduct and east of Littlerock Creek.

3.3

Conceptual Design of Banking Facilities

Provide a description and layout of the conceptual design of banking facilities.
The 1.25-acre recharge basin has an area of about 1.2 acres at the bottom depth and 1.4 acres
at the high-water level. The maximum berm height is roughly 14 feet in the northwest corner,
and tapers to about 4 feet at the south corner of the triangular shaped basin. At the maximum
water depth, with 2 feet of freeboard, the basin can hold approximately 7.5 acre-feet of water at
one time. LCID intends to recharge the groundwater basin using SWP water from the East
Branch from September through December at a rate of 2 cfs, or 4 AF/day.

3.4

Expected Infiltration Rate and Maximum Infiltration
Capacity

Explain the expected infiltration rate and maximum infiltration capacity for the facility.
The expected infiltration rate for the percolation ponds is on the order of 4 feet per day. This
relatively high infiltration rate is associated with the creek bed materials deposited in the area
and the proximity of the recharge basin to Littlerock Creek wash.
The recharge pond has a maximum design water depth of approximately 12 feet at the deepest
point (i.e., the northwest corner). Since the basin floor slopes up to the south, the approximate
maximum average depth is 6 feet.
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3.5

Volume and Timing

Describe the volume and timing expected for the banking facility.
The volume and timing of recharge will typically involve the delivery and recharge of 2 to 4 cfs (4
to 8 AF/day). On average LCID seeks to recharge a minimum of 400 AFY, see Section 2.2, over
the months of September to December each year.

3.6

Metering

Describe the method of measuring the banking and how these measurements will be reported.
A 24-inch diameter DWR venturi meter will record all water delivered through LCID’s turnout for
delivery to the adjacent recharge basin.
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Section 4: Recovery
Describe recovery methods in the study area, displaying extraction and delivery methods,
locations, extraction rates, volume and timing and metering.

4.1

Extraction and Delivery Method

Describe the extraction and delivery methods for recovery within the study area.
LCID currently owns five potable wells, with four active wells. There are also numerous other
wells in the Pearland Subbasin including two or more LACWWD40, 4 AVEK Eastside Water
Bank, seven or eight PWD, and at least four privately owned wells. Two privately owned wells
are the closest wells to the LCID Wells 10, 11, and 12. For each LCID well, the static water
level, the capacity and the 2018 production are provided in Table 4-1.
These existing potable production wells will be used as the Recovery Wells for the water
banked through the recharge basin.
LCID Wells
State Well Number

Well
Name

05N/10W-31Q02S
1
05N/10W-08H01S
6A
05N/10W-08H02S
10
05N/10W-09E01S
11
05N/10W-12R02S
12
Table 4-1: LCID Potable Wells

4.2

2018 Static
Water Level
(feet, bgs)
N/A
158
260
280
200

Well
Capacity
(gpm)
400
1,550
1,200
1,400
600

2018
Production
(acre-ft)
0
106
445
720
87

Location Description

Describe the locations where recovery occurs
The locations of the existing potable wells are shown on Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: LCID Well Locations
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4.3

Extraction Rates

Explain current extraction rates within the area.
The extract rates for each of LCID’s wells are presented in Table 4-1, above.

4.4

Volume and Timing

Describe the volume and timing of recovery.
The volume and timing of production from LCID’s existing potable wells varies to meet the
District’s daily water demands with an average annual demand of 1.25 MGD or about 1,398
AFY. Historically from 2009 through 2018, LCID has supplied 100% groundwater and thus, the
well production is equal to the annual water demand.
The daily variation in water demand varies from a winter low of about 50% of the annual
average demand (ADD) to a summer maximum day demand (MDD) of about 150% of the ADD.

4.5

Metering

Describe the method of measuring the recovery and how these measurements will be reported.
Each of the four existing active potable wells (6A, 10, 11 and 12) are equipped with a propeller
meter with local totalizer and are also connected to the Water Distribution SCADA system and
historian located in LCID’s headquarters building.
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Section 5: Estimated Losses
Describe the estimated losses and the methods/basis for the calculation of losses.

5.1

Conveyance Losses

Explain the conveyance losses over the system.
The conveyance losses are zero. The SWP travels a distance of approximately 500 feet from
the turnout, through the meter, into and out of the Distribution Box, and through a new 24-inch
PVC C900 pipeline directly into the recharge pond.

5.2

Evaporation Losses

Explain the evapotranspiration losses over the system.
The evaporation losses are minimal and include the surface evaporation (ET) directly from the
recharge basin. The regional ET value of 5.6 feet per year can be applied to the average wetted
recharge basin area, which equals to 1.25 acres over a period of 100 days. The ET amount
from September to December ranges from a high in September of 6.33 inches for the month to
a low in December of 2.02 inches for the month; with an average of 0.1285 inches per day or
12.85 inches (1.07 feet) over 100 days (Western Regional Climate Center, Palmdale Station
046624). This equates to approximately 1.34 acre-feet of evaporation per year or 0.34% of an
estimated 400 AFY of water delivered to the recharge basin.

5.3

Subbasin Losses

Explain any subsurface outflow from the adjacent area, if applicable.
The recharge and recovery occur within the Pearland Subbasin within Antelope Valley
Groundwater Basin. There is a natural gradient westward across the Pearland Subbasin to the
Lancaster Subbasin, as well as a northerly gradient from the Pearland Subbasin to the Buttes
Subbasin, which in turn, flows to the northwest into the Lancaster Subbasin.
The existing four active LCID potable production wells are approximately 2 miles north (Well
6A), and 3 miles upgradient (Wells 10, 11, 12) of the recharge site but still within the Pearland
Subbasin. The local-scale groundwater model presented in Section 6 addresses this point in
more detail.

5.4

Percentage of Unrecoverable Stored Water

Describe the percentage of unrecoverable stored water in the system.
The percentage of unrecoverable stored water in the Pearland Subbasin is assumed to be zero.
All of the water that infiltrates through the recharge pond and percolates down to the
groundwater table will be available for recovery through LCID’s existing potable wells within the
same Subbasin, albeit slightly north or upgradient (east).
Watermaster Application for Storage Agreement for Banking and Recovery, Littlerock Creek Irrigation
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Section 6: Material Injury Analysis
Explain any physical harm the proposed improvements may have to the basin, any subarea, or
any producer, party or production right.

6.1

Location of Wells

The locations of pumping wells 6A, 10, 11, and 12, operated by the LCID, are shown on Figure
4-1.

6.2

Groundwater Levels

Analysis of groundwater levels in the project area vicinity is based largely on the USGS’s
MODFLOW regional-scale groundwater model for the Antelope Valley (Saide et al.,
Groundwater-Flow and Land-Subsidence Model of Antelope Valley, California, U.S. Geological
Survey, Scientific Investigations Report 2014–5166, 2014). Because the large spatial extent and
uniform 1-kilometer grid resolution of the regional-scale model are not well suited to modeling
smaller-scale features, a local-scale submodel was developed to simulate the proposed
recharge and any associated impacts to the LCID’s production wells. Key assumptions include:
•

A subdomain of the regional-scale model, spanning approximately 19.3 kilometers (eastwest) by 13.4 kilometers (north-south) and encompassing the proposed recharge area
as well as Wells 6A, 10, 11, and 12, was defined using a refined 125-meter by 125meter grid.

•

Constant-head boundary conditions were assigned along the northern domain boundary
as well as the southeast corner; hydraulic head values were assigned to roughly
approximate the potentiometric surface at the end of the calibration period for the
regional-scale model (Figure 6-1).

•

Averaged annual pumping rates were assigned to the four LCID wells and included in
the local-scale model.

•

Because the southern boundary of the regional-scale model lies just north of the
recharge area, the local-scale model was extended into the recharge area using a
wedge-shaped feature added to the model’s active cells. The aquifer base elevation (i.e.,
bottom of model) and hydraulic conductivity values were assigned to the wedge based
on the closest adjacent values north of the original boundary.

•

Recharge at 4 AF/day was simulated over a 100-day period, with the model run for an
additional 80 days for a modeled total time of approximately 6 months. Because
recharge is anticipated for the winter months, evaporative losses were not considered.
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Figure 6-1: Simulated groundwater elevation (feet above MSL) in the regional-scale
model for the Antelope Valley (top) and the modified local-scale model (bottom).
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6.3

Water Quality Changes

Because the recharged water is comprised entirely of State Water Project water, adverse water
quality impacts are not anticipated. Water quality for the East Branch SPW is presented in
Appendix C and water quality for the wells is included in Appendix D.

6.4

Liquefaction Potential

The maximum extents of groundwater mounding associated with the planned recharge
operation at 100 days and 180 days are shown on Figure 6-2. Model results indicate that
groundwater may mound over 100 feet above baseline at the end of the recharge period,
assuming (1) the USGS’s parameterization in the regional-scale model is accurate at the local
scale, and (2) that this parameterization can be extended all the way to the land surface.
However, because the hydrogeology in the immediate vicinity of the recharge basin (e.g., depth
to bedrock, hydraulic conductivity, existing depth-to-groundwater and hydraulic gradient) is
uncharacterized, this estimate is only approximate. Nonetheless, model results suggest that
mounding – and therefore liquefaction potential - will be localized to the immediate vicinity of the
recharge basin.
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Figure 6-2: Simulated groundwater mounding (feet above baseline) at the end of the 100day recharge period (top) and residual mounding at 180 days (bottom).
The liquefaction potential due to mounding under the 1.25 acre of recharge basin is low due to
the heterogeneous soil composition. Liquefaction is typically associated with both
homogeneous sand and water levels within 50 feet of the ground surface. While the water levels
are expected to reach within roughly 20 feet of the ground surface under the recharge basin, the
soil conditions are not conducive to a liquefaction event.

6.5

Land Subsidence Potential

There is no land subsidence potential associated with the proposed recharge configuration,
since no additional groundwater extraction is associated with the project.

6.6

Benefits to the Basin

The benefits to the Basin include augmentation of groundwater supply via the “leave-behind”
component of the recharge, via a 10% “leave-behind” component of the recharge as a water
bank for local use within the Antelope Valley.
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Section 7: Monitoring Program
Describe current and future monitoring efforts within the study area.
There are numerous wells in the area of LCID’s four active production wells including two or
more LACWWD40, 4 AVEK Eastside Water Bank, seven or eight PWD, and at least four
privately owned wells. Two privately owned wells are the closest well to the LCID Wells 10, 11,
and 12.
At the recharge site, there is a monitoring well just north of the north berm that could be used to
check water levels during periods of recharge.

7.1

Water Levels

Describe existing water levels
LCID has four (4) active potable wells, as such they are continuously monitoring their
groundwater levels.

7.2

Water Quality

Describe existing water quality results from monitoring.

Appendix D presents the water quality monitoring that LCID does on an annual to threeyear cycle. This level of quality monitoring follows and meets the State Water Control
Board Division of Drinking Water (DDW) requirements.

7.3

Monitoring Frequency and Protocols

Describe monitoring frequency and the protocols laid out for future monitoring.
Refer to sections 7.1 and 7.2 above.

7.4

Annual Reporting

Describe annual reporting objectives and format.
Monitoring results are reported annually (and with other required frequencies) to DDW.
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Appendix A
CEQA Notice of Exemption

Appendix A

Appendix B
DWR Modification, Operation & Maintenance Agreement – LCID SWP
Turnout Littlerock Creek

Appendix B

Appendix C
SWP East Branch Water Quality

Appendix C

SWP East Branch Water Quality
AVEK Water Agency Quartz Hill Water Treatment Plant Influent
Title 22 Regulated Contaminants

INORGANIC CONTAMINANTS
Parameter
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium (Total)
Chromium (Hexavalent)
Cyanide
Fluoride
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Nitrate (as N)
Nitrite (as N)
Nitrate+Nitrite (as N)
Perchlorate
Selenium
Thallium

Units
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
mg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L

MCL
1000
6
10
1000
4
5
50
*
150
2
15
2
100
10
1
10
6
50
2

DLR
50
6
2
100
1
1
10
1
100
0.1
5.0
1
10
0.4
0.4
4
5
1

PHG or
(MCLG)
600
1
0.004
2000
1
0.04
0.02
150
1
0.2
1.2
12
10
1
10
1
30
0.1

Range

ND-0.47

*There is currently no MCL for hexavalent chromium. The previous MCL of 0.010 mg/L was withdrawn on September 11, 2017.

Average
ND
ND
2.4
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.16
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Appendix C
GENERAL PHYSICAL AND SECONDARY STANDARDS
Parameter
Aluminum
Calcium
Chloride
Color
Copper
Foaming Agents (MBAS)
Hardness (Total) as CaCO3
Iron
Magnesium
Manganese
Odor @ 60 C
pH
Silver
Sodium
Specific Conductance
Sulfate
Thiobencarb (Bolero)
Methyl tert-Butyl Ether (MTBE)
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Zinc
Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
Total Alkalinity (as CaCO3)
Bicarbonate Alkalinity(as HCO3)
Carbonate (as CO3)
Hydroxide (as OH)

Units
μg/L
mg/L
mg/L
Units
μg/L
mg/L
mg/L
μg/L
mg/L
μg/L
Units
Units
μg/L
mg/L
μmhos
mg/L
μg/L
μg/L
mg/L
Units
μg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

MCL
200
no standard
250
15
1000
0.5
no standard
300
no standard
50
3
no standard
100
no standard
900
250
1
5
500
5
5000
no standard
no standard
no standard
no standard

DLR
50

Range

50

100
20
1
7.4-9.5
10
290-580
0.5
1
3
0.16-102.0
50
0.5

1.9-4.5
56-74

Average
ND
17
110
10
50
ND
100
ND
14
ND
<1
8.29
ND
70
450
24
ND
ND
290
2.63
ND
2.9
68
82
ND
ND

Appendix C
RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS
Parameter

Units

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta
Strontium 90
Tritium
Uranium
Radium 228
Radium 226

pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L

MCL
15
50
8
20,000
20

DLR
3
4
2
1,000
1
1
1

PHG

0.35
400
0.43
0.019
0.05

Result
3.08 ± 0.291
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.000 ± 0.208
0.000 ± 0.485

VOLATILE ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS
Parameter
1,1,1-Trichlorethane (1,1,1-TCA)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (1,1,2-TCA)
1,1-Dichloroethane (1,1-DCA)
1,1-Dichloroethylene (1,1-DCE)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichlorobenzene (o-DCB)
1,2-Dichloroethane (1,2-DCA)
1,2-Dichloropropane
1,3-Dichloropropene (Total)
1,4-Dichlorobenzene (p-DCB)
Benzene
Carbon tetrachloride
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene (c-1,2-DCE)
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene
Dichloromethane (Methylene Chloride)
Ethylbenzene
Methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE)
Monochlorobenzene (Chlorobenzene)
Styrene
Tetrachloroethylene (PCE)
Toluene
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene (t-1,2-DCE)
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene
Trichloroethylene (TCE)
Trichlorofluromethane (Freon11)
Trichlorotrifluoroethane (Freon 113)
Vinyl Chloride (VC)
Xylenes (Total)

Units

MCL

DLR

PHG

μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L

200
1
5
5
6
5
600
0.5
5
0.5
5
1
0.5
6

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1000
0.1
0.3
3
10
5
600
0.4
0.5
0.2
6
0.15
0.1
100

5
300
13
70
100
5
150
10

0.5
0.5
3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

4
300
13
70
0.5
0.06
150
60

5
150
1200
0.5
1750

0.5
5
10
0.5
0.5

1.7
1300
4000
0.05
1800

Range

Average
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Appendix C
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
Parameter
Alachlor
Atrazine
Bentazon
Benzo(a)pyrene
Carbofuran
Chlordane
2,4-D
Dalapon
Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)
Di(2-ethylhexyl)adipate
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
Dinoseb
Diquat
Endothall
Endrin
Ethylene Dibromide (EDB)
Glyphosate
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Lindane
Methoxychlor
Molinate
Oxamyl
Pentachlorophenol
Picloram
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
Simazine
Thiobencarb (Bolero)
Toxaphene
2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxin)
2,4,5-TP (Silvex)
1,2,3-Trichloropropane

Units

MCL

DLR

PHG

Range

μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
μg/L
pg/L
μg/L
μg/L

2
1
18
0.2
18
0.1
70
200
0.2
400
4
7
20
100
2
0.05
700
0.01
0.01
1
50
0.2
30
20
50
1
500
0.5
4
70
3
30
50
0.005

1
0.5
2
0.1
5
0.1
10
10
0.01
5
3
2
4
45
0.1
0.02
25
0.01
0.01
0.5
1
0.2
10
2
20
0.2
1
0.5
1
1
1
5
1
0.005

4
0.15
200
0.007
0.7
0.03
20
790
0.0017
200
12
14
6
94
0.3
0.01
900
0.008
0.006
0.03
2
0.032
0.09
1
26
0.3
166
0.09
4
42
0.03
0.05
3
0.0007

ND

Average
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Appendix D
Water Quality Monitoring (2017)

Appendix D

ATTACHMENT 2
Draft Groundwater Storage Agreements Section for the
Rules and Regulations, Todd Groundwater, June 27,
2018

Review and Findings, LCID
Groundwater Storage Agreement

TODD GROUNDWATER

June 27, 2018

REVISED MEMORANDUM
To:

Robert Parris, Chair
Antelope Valley Watermaster Board of Directors
Dennis LaMoreaux, Chair
Antelope Valley Watermaster Advisory Committee

cc:

Craig Parton, Price Postel & Parma LLP
Legal Counsel

From: Phyllis Stanin, Vice President/Principal Geologist
Kate White, Senior Engineer
Todd Groundwater, Watermaster Engineer
Re: Draft Groundwater Storage Agreements Section for the Rules and Regulations
The proposed process and procedures for implementing Storage Agreements in
compliance with the Final Judgment are presented on the following pages. If
approved by the Court, this final revised text will be included in the Antelope Valley
Watermaster Rules and Regulations (R&Rs). Previous drafts of this text have been
reviewed more than four times each by the Advisory Committee and the
Watermaster Board. A 30-day comment period as required by the Judgment was
initiated on April 20, 2018 and a public hearing was held on May 23, 2018 to
consider approval of the text for use in the R&Rs. At the May hearing,
representatives of Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency (AVEK) requested
additional time for consideration and comments; on June 15, 2018, edits were
made to the text to incorporate AVEK comments. The revised text was approved at
the Watermaster Board meeting on June 27, 2018, where final minor edits were
made based on additional comments discussed at the meeting. This final revised
memorandum will be presented to the Court for approval.
2490 Mariner Square Loop, Suite 215 | Alameda, CA 94501 |510 747 6920 | toddgroundwater.com

SECTION X – GROUNDWATER STORAGE AGREEMENTS
1. Purpose. All Parties to the Judgment have the right to store water in the Basin
pursuant to a Storage Agreement with the Watermaster. Stored Water is
defined as “water held in storage in the Basin, as a result of direct spreading or
other methods, for subsequent withdrawal and use pursuant to agreement
with the Watermaster and as provided for in this Judgment.” (¶3.5.49). All
Stored Water shall be covered by a Storage Agreement. Storage Agreements
provide a method for accounting how the Stored Water will be recharged,
recovered and used. The provided information will be used by the Watermaster
Engineer to track water use, to support a basin-wide water balance, and to
ensure that the Stored Water is managed according to the Storage Agreement.
2. Water Sources and Methods. Storage Agreements can be used for direct
recharge of various water sources including imported water, recycled water, or
other water not part of the Native Safe Yield, typically referred to as water
banking. Storage Agreements are also required to convert Carry Over Water
generated by non-use of Native Safe Yield to Stored Water at the end of the
ten-year Carry Over period. Carry Over Water includes Native Safe Yield not
Produced due to in-lieu purchases of imported water (¶15.1), Native Safe Yield
not Produced for other reasons (¶15.3), and Imported Water Return Flow rights
that are not Produced (¶15.2). Carry Over Water 1 is not Stored Water, although
Carry Over Water can be converted to Stored Water at the end of the Carry
Over period by entering into a Storage Agreement.
3. Basis. Storage Agreement rules shall be uniformly applicable. The Watermaster
shall promptly enter into Storage Agreements with the Parties at their request,
provided that all past due assessments, interest, and penalties have been
settled prior to the date of the agreement. The Watermaster shall not enter
into Storage Agreements with non-Parties unless such non-Parties become
expressly subject to the provisions of this Judgment and the jurisdiction of the

Producers may carry over rights to its unproduced portion of its Production Rights and its
unproduced portion of its Imported Water Return Flows for up to ten years. Carry Over Production
Rights and Imported Water Return Flows not produced by the end of the tenth year revert to the
benefit of the Basin and the Producer no longer has a right to this Carry Over Water unless it is
stored pursuant to a Storage Agreement.
1
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Court. Storage Agreements shall expressly preclude operations which will cause
a Material Injury on any Producer (¶14).
4. Accounting. Parties that store water shall provide the Watermaster sufficient
information so that the Watermaster Engineer can calculate additions,
extractions and losses of water stored under Storage Agreements and maintain
an annual account of all such water. A portion of the Stored Water may be
unrecoverable. Accounting done by the Watermaster Engineer under this
Paragraph shall be considered ministerial (¶18.5.14 and ¶14).
5. General Conditions Governing Storage Agreements. Storage Agreements shall
be for the accounting of the groundwater storage capacity of the Basin.
a. Preexisting Banking. Nothing in the Judgment limits or modifies the existing
operation of the preexisting banking projects as listed in the Paragraph 14
of the Judgment, which includes preexisting banking projects of “AVEK,
District No. 40, Antelope Valley Water Storage LLC, Tejon Ranchcorp and
Tejon Ranch Company, Sheep Creek Water Co., Rosamond Community
Services District and Palmdale Water District” (¶14). Further, the Judgment
states that it does not limit or modify the “performance of preexisting
exchange agreements of the Parties” (¶14). To identify the projects to
which these conditions apply, preexisting banking projects will be required
to provide information to the Watermaster Engineer that demonstrates
existing operations as of the date of the Final Judgment.
b. Submittal of CEQA Documents and Storage/Use Documents. For preexisting banking facilities and projects, the owner shall submit copies of any
CEQA and storage/use documents to the Watermaster Engineer. These will
be available for review by other Parties to the Judgment.
c. Export of Stored Water. If Littlerock Creek Irrigation District or Palmdale
Water District stores water in the Basin, it shall not export that Stored
Water from its service area (¶14). AVEK, Littlerock Creek Irrigation District
or Palmdale Water District may enter into exchanges of their State Water
Project “Table A” Amounts. Any Stored Water that originated as State
Water Project water imported by AVEK, Palmdale Water District or
Littlerock Creek Irrigation District may be exported from the Basin for use in
a portion of the service area of any city or public agency, including State
Water Project Contractors, that are Parties to this action at the time of this
Revised Storage Agreements
Rules and Regulations 06-27-2018
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Judgment and whose service area includes land outside the Basin. AVEK
may export any of its Stored State Project Water to any area outside its
jurisdictional boundaries and the Basin provided that all water demands
within AVEK’s jurisdictional boundaries are met. Any Stored Water that
originated as other imported water may be exported from the Basin,
subject to a requirement that the Watermaster Engineer make a technical
determination of the percentage of the Stored Water that is unrecoverable
and that such unrecoverable Stored Water is dedicated to the Basin.
d. Use of Stored Water for Replacement Water Obligations. If, pursuant to a
Storage Agreement, a Party has provided for pre-delivery or post-delivery of
Replacement Water for the Party’s use, the Watermaster shall credit such
water to the Party’s Replacement Water Obligation at the Party's request
(¶14). Pre-delivery could occur when a Party transfers existing water in
storage to the Watermaster prior to pumping water that otherwise would
incur a Replacement Water Assessment. Post-delivery could occur when a
Party provides written confirmation that a firm supply of that Party’s water
for storage within the year following the production that resulted in a
Replacement Water
Obligation will be transferred to the Watermaster when available. (see
Replacement
Water Obligation Section XX of the R&Rs for more detail)
e. Material Injury Determination. Approval of Storage Agreements will be
based on the determination that there will be no Material Injury. Material
Injury could include overdraft, water quality degradation, liquefaction, land
subsidence, and other injury caused by lowering or elevating groundwater
levels or changes in groundwater in storage. The analysis may also consider
project benefits, as well as the State Water Resources Control Board
Recycled Water Policy and other policies that are in place to encourage and
enhance groundwater recharge.
f. Storage and Use of Stored Water. A Party subject to a Storage Agreement
must report annually to the Watermaster the sources and amounts of water
stored pursuant to a Storage Agreement and the amount of Stored Water
recovered in the prior year.
6. Storage Agreements for Water Storage Facilities (Water Banking).
Groundwater Storage Agreements for water banking facilities shall be an
Revised Storage Agreements
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agreement between the owner/operator and the Watermaster and may
include conditions to assure that no Material Injury will occur. Groundwater
Storage Agreements may include the following:
•

Source(s) and quality of the water to be stored.

•

Identification of lands to be used for recharge, if applicable.

•

General description of the delivery and recharge methods, projected
annual delivery rates, methods of measurement (i.e., metering), and
projected infiltration rates.

•

Conceptual design of applicable recharge facilities including locations,
depths, and construction details of spreading basins, trenches or
infiltration galleries, vadose zone wells, injection wells, or other
methods.

•

Environmental documentation and associated hydrology and geologic
studies for the proposed project.

•

General description of the extraction methods and facilities, including
identification of the well(s) used for recovery (including well
construction and capacity).

•

Provide the Watermaster, prior to recovery, with the anticipated
recovery quantity, rate of recovery, and location and construction of
wells used for recovery (if not provided in the bulleted item above).

•

Provide the Watermaster, by March 15 of each year, with an annual
accounting of source(s), volumes, and locations of water recharged
and/or stored and the amount of water that has been stored specifically
for export out of the adjudicated area, when known. Water quality
reporting can be extended to April 15 if data are not available by March
15.

•

Provide the Watermaster, by March 15 of each year, with an annual
accounting of volumes and locations of recovery and the amount of the
recovery, if any, that is delivered outside of the adjudicated area.
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•

A pre-determined loss of the total amount of Stored Water by a
technical determination by the Watermaster of the percentage of the
Stored Water that is unrecoverable 2.

•

Details sufficient to establish that the operations will not cause a
Material Injury.

•

The Watermaster Engineer may include conditions of approval for the
proposed water banking facilities and operations that requires future
documentation that the project remains in compliance with the original
non-Material Injury determination.

7. Storage Agreements for Carry Over Water. Carry Over Water converted to
Stored Water is already part of the Native Safe Yield in the groundwater basin
and is not subject to the documentation requirements for source water and
recharge facilities as listed for the water banking projects in item 6 above. In
addition, Carry Over water converted to Stored Water would not be subject to
the losses that may be associated with surface recharge (e.g., evaporation).
Documentation of the recovery of Stored Water applies as follows:
•

General description of the extraction methods and facilities, including
identification of the well(s) used for recovery (including well
construction and capacity).

•

Provide the Watermaster, prior to recovery, with the anticipated
recovery quantity, rate of recovery, and location and construction of
wells used for recovery (if not provided in the bulleted item above).

•

Provide the Watermaster, by March 15 of each year, with an annual
accounting of volumes and locations of recovery.

•

The Judgment specifically limits transfers of water by Antelope Valley
United Mutuals Group (AVUMG) (as listed in ¶3.5.5 of the Judgment),
including any transfer of Carry Over water converted to a Storage
Agreement (¶16.3). Such a transfer by a member of the AVUMG may
only be to or amongst other members of the AVUMG (¶16.3), unless a

It is the understanding of the Watermaster Engineer that preexisting water banking projects in the
Antelope Valley adjudicated area use a 10 percent loss factor based on previous analyses. This value
may be used by the Watermaster Engineer as a minimum loss for a new storage agreement to
account for significant project uncertainty such as exact timing of recharge/recovery (when losses
would vary) or loss from subsurface outflow.
2
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Public Water Supplier assumes service of an AVUMG member’s
shareholders (¶16.3.1).
8. Watermaster Investigation. The Watermaster may request additional
information and investigate any existing or proposed Groundwater Storage
Project, including physical inspection of the storage and/or recovery facilities.
Storage Agreement parties may be requested to confer and cooperate with the
Watermaster Engineer or staff, and to provide such additional information,
data, and/or physical access, as may be reasonably required to complete the
investigation.
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